Key Summary Points {#d30e319}
==================

Previous epidemiologic studies found an inverse relationship between physical activity and the risk of diabetesWe aimed to quantify the risk of diabetes and determine whether a dose-response relationship is present between physical activity levels and diabetesThe study showed that there was a nonlinear dose-response relationship in the included subjects. Steeper reductions in the diabetes risk were seen at low activity than at high activityThe study indicated that increasing physical activity may be a useful intervention to reduce the diabetes

Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Diabetes is one of the most-common metabolic disorders and emerges as a secondary outcome because of interactions among genetic, environmental, and lifestyle factors \[[@CR1]\]. It requires continuous, multidisciplinary medical care, combined with patient self-management, family support, and education to prevent or delay morbidity and mortality in end organs \[[@CR2]\]. The disease affects almost every organ system in the body and is often accompanied by complications such as blindness, renal failure, heart disease, strokes, and foot ulcers \[[@CR3]\]. Global statistics indicate that approximately 382 million people worldwide were suffering from this disease in 2012 and 2013, with diabetes causing 1.5--5.1 million deaths annually, ranking it as the eighth leading cause of death worldwide \[[@CR4]\]. As a major public health problem, the prevalence of diabetes is increasing rapidly worldwide. The International Diabetes Federation has predicted that by 2035 the number of people with diabetes worldwide will increase to 592 million \[[@CR5]\].

Diabetes is associated with a genetic predisposition but it is also strongly influenced by lifestyle-related factors such as diet and physical activity. Preventing diabetes through appropriate lifestyle changes is therefore an urgent health issue \[[@CR6]\]. Many studies have investigated the relationship between physical activity and diabetes prevalence, with most finding an inverse association such that insufficient physical activity is a major risk factor for diabetes \[[@CR7]--[@CR10]\]; only a few studies have found no significant correlation \[[@CR11]\].

Changes in lifestyles have an increasing impact on disease. On the one hand, many people have some unhealthy lifestyles due to work and study (sedentary, playing games online, watching TV, etc.). On the other hand, the whole population is attaching great importance to health, and many people have adopted a variety of physical activities. Many observational studies have demonstrated the effects of physical activity level on the prevalence of diabetes \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. In the present study we performed comprehensive calculations of physical activities of different intensities and durations and analyzed the dose-response relationship between physical activity and the prevalence of diabetes. The specific purposes were to quantify the prevalence of diabetes and assess the possibility of a dose-response relationship while addressing potential confounding. Providing quantitative estimates of dose-response relationships will be critical to estimating how changes in physical activity levels in the general population will affect disease incidence, thereby allowing more-detailed guidance to be provided to the general public. This study was conducted according to the guidelines laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki. All procedures involving research study participants were approved by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) Research Ethics Review Board (ERB) \[Protocol \#2011-17\]. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Study Population {#Sec3}
----------------

This retrospective cross-sectional study analyzed data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey performed in 2015 and 2016 (NHANES 2015--2016). The NHANES is a continuous annual survey conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) that combines interviews and physical examinations to assess the health and nutritional status of US adults and children. The NCHS institutional committee approved the NHANES, and subjects included in the survey participated voluntarily and signed informed consents. A detailed description of the survey design can also be found on the NHANES website \[[@CR15]\]. The analysis performed in the present study was limited to adults aged ≥ 20 years with no missing information for the variables of interest and involved the cross-sectional analysis of 3932 participants in NHANES 2015--2016.

Definition of Outcome {#Sec4}
---------------------

Diabetes patients were identified based on both laboratory and personal interview data. We defined the diabetes status of the participants as follows based on the American Diabetes Association guideline, using the measured HgbA1c as a diagnostic criterion: no diabetes treatment (e.g., taking insulin or oral hypoglycemic agents to lower blood glucose levels); participants with HgbA1c \< 6.5% and ≥ 6.5% would be categorized as having no diabetes and diabetes, respectively. We also excluded participants with a family history of diabetes and included additional participants based on a positive answer to the following question: Have you ever been told by a doctor or health professional that you have diabetes?

Evaluation of Exposure {#Sec5}
----------------------

Physical activity was reported using a physical activity questionnaire based on the Global Physical Activity Questionnaire, which provides respondent-level interview data on physical activity. Physical activity was divided into the following five types: vigorous work activity, moderate work activity, walking or bicycling, vigorous recreational activity, and moderate recreational activity. The duration of physical activity was calculated by multiplying the numbers of days of a specific activity performed per week (in days/week) by the duration of the specific activity per day (in minutes/day) to produce metabolic equivalent scores (METs, in minutes/week). In this way we quantified the estimated physical activity level exposure using METs as a common unit to make it possible to integrate activities with different intensities and durations performed during each week.

Population Covariates {#Sec6}
---------------------

We extracted demographic characteristics including gender, age, race, educational level, marital status, BMI (body mass index), depressive state, and poverty as potential covariates.

Age was divided into three groups: 20--44 years, 45--64 years, and 65--80 years. There were five race groups, which were based on those used in the NHANES questionnaire: Mexican-American, other Hispanic, non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black, and other race. Educational level was categorized into three groups: \< 9th grade education, 9--11th grade education, and college graduate or higher. Marital status was grouped into the three categories of unmarried, married, and other (divorced, separated, or widowed). BMI was quantified as the body weight in kilograms divided by the height in meters squared and defined as underweight (\< 18.5 kg/m^2^), normal (18.5--24.9 kg/m^2^), overweight (25--29.9 kg/m^2^), or obese (≥ 30 kg/m^2^) based on the WHO International BMI Classification criteria for adults. We used a depression screening questionnaire to obtain a total score for the severity of depression, with a depressive state then assessed using predefined cutoff points into either "yes" for a score ≥ 5 and "no" for a score \< 5. The INDFMMPI (family monthly poverty level index) based on the monthly income was used to determine whether poverty is present. The cutoff for poverty being present was determined by whether the INDFMMPI of a family was less than the poverty threshold, which is represented by a ratio of 1; we therefore defined this as "yes" for INDFMMPI ≤ 1 and "no" for INDFMMPI \> 1.

Statistical Analysis {#Sec7}
--------------------

All analyses in this study were conducted using Stata software (version 14.0). The population characteristics of the study sample were first compared with the diabetes status, by examining differences in demographic variables using the *t*-test for continuous variables and Pearson's chi-square test for categorical variables. Multiple logistic regression was then used to determine the association between the different physical activity levels and diabetes. Three models were evaluated: (1) unadjusted associations were first examined, (2) then these associations were adjusted for age and race, and (3) they were adjusted for educational level, marital status, BMI, depressive state, and poverty. Odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated to demonstrate the strength and direction of each association. Lastly, we used restricted cubic spline (RCS) analysis to assess the dose-response relationship between physical activity and diabetes prevalence with four knots at the 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of physical activity levels, and an RCS map was drawn.

Subgroup and Sensitivity Analyses {#Sec8}
---------------------------------

We finally performed detailed subgroup and sensitivity analyses of the relationship of physical activity to diabetes prevalence. A multiple logistic regression analysis was used to stratify the data by gender to analyze the impact of gender differences on the link between physical activity and diabetes. We also observed the dose-response relationship between physical activity and diabetes for different gender, age, and race groups. Due to the large amount of missing data for depressive state and poverty, a cross-sectional analysis that excluded these covariates was conducted as a sensitivity analysis involving 4600 participants.

All tests were two-tailed, and a probability values of *p* \< 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Demographic Characteristics {#Sec10}
---------------------------

The baseline parameters for the demographics, lifestyle habits, and living conditions of cases and controls are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Application of the inclusion criteria resulted in 3932 subjects from NHANES 2015--2016 being enrolled in this study, of which 48.78% were male. The percentage of subjects with diabetes was 18.64%, and the average of physical activity levels in the diabetic and nondiabetic participants were 2291.63 METs and 3734.11 METs, respectively. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} indicates that the gender distribution did not differ between the subjects with and without diabetes. Older subjects and blacks were more likely to have diabetes. The diabetic subjects were more likely to be married and have a lower level of education compared with the nondiabetic subjects. The prevalence rates of having higher BMI, depression, and poverty, and fewer physical activities per week were higher among the diabetic subjects.Table 1Population characteristics by diabetes status in NHANES 2015 to 2016 (*N* = 3932)CharacteristicDiabetesNon-diabetes*χ*^*2*^*/tp* value\*Participants733 (18.64)3199 (81.36)Gender Male377 (51.43)1541 (48.17)2.540.111 Female356 (48.57)1658 (51.83)Age (years) 20--44111 (15.14)1545 (48.30)303.23 \< 0.001 45--64316 (43.11)1036 (32.39) 65--80306 (41.75)618 (19.31)RaceMexican American170 (23.19)517 (16.16)40.34 \< 0.001 Other Hispanic103 (14.05)402 (12.57) Non-Hispanic White211 (28.79)1222 (38.20) Non-Hispanic Black164 (22.37)595 (18.60) Other race85 (11.60)463 (14.47)Education level Less than 9th grade education233 (31.79)627 (19.60)54.23 \< 0.001 9--11th grade education157 (21.42)715 (22.35) College graduate or higher343 (46.79)1857 (58.05)Marital status Unmarried78 (10.64)616 (19.26)30.76 \< 0.001 Married415 (56.62)1607 (50.23) Other240 (32.74)976 (30.51)BMI (kg/m^2^)  \< 18.54 (0.54)49 (1.53)173.65 \< 0.001 18.5--24.979 (10.78)883 (27.60) 25--29.9196 (26.74)1089 (34.04)  ≥ 30454 (61.94)1178 (36.83)Depressive state Yes241 (32.88)777 (24.29)22.93 \< 0.001 No492 (67.12)2422 (75.71)Poverty Yes226 (30.83)728 (22.76)21.16 \< 0.001 No507 (69.17)2471 (77.24)Physical activity (METs)2291.633734.1157.72 \< 0.001Data are presented as *n* (%) or mean*NHANES* National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, *BMI* body mass index, *MET* metabolic equivalents\**p* value for comparison of difference in proportion between diabetic and nondiabetic subjects, using *t*-test for continuous variables and Pearson's chi-square test for categorical variables

Multiple Logistic Regression Analysis of Physical Activity and Diabetes {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} presents the results obtained from the multiple logistic regression models, in which diabetes was the main outcome variable and the level of physical activity was the main predictor after adjusting for age, race, educational level, marital status, BMI, depressive state, and poverty. Among all of the participants, the prevalence of diabetes was significantly lower in the high-physical-activity group than in the low-physical-activity group after adjusting for covariates.Table 2ORs and 95% CI for the relation between the diabetes and physical activity in NHANES 2015 to 2016Physical activityTotal participantsOR95% CI*p* valueModel I^a^ Q11 Q20.640.52--0.79 \< 0.001 Q30.470.38--0.59 \< 0.001 Q40.370.30--0.46 \< 0.001Model II^b^ Q11 Q20.710.57--0.880.002 Q30.610.48--0.77 \< 0.001 Q40.540.42--0.69 \< 0.001Model III^c^ Q11 Q20.710.56--0.890.003 Q30.660.52--0.840.001 Q40.580.44--0.75 \< 0.001*OR* odds ratio, *CI* confidence interval, *NHANES* National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey^a^Model I only comparing diabetes to physical activity^b^Model II adjusted for baseline gender, age, and race^c^Model III adjusted for baseline gender, age, race, education level, marital status, BMI, depressive state, and poverty

Specifically, the prevalence of diabetes was 29%, 34%, and 42% lower among participants in the second, third, and fourth quartiles of physical activity compared with those in lowest physical activity quartile (odds ratios \[ORs\] = 0.71, 0.66, and 0.58, respectively; 95% confidence intervals \[CIs\] = 0.56--0.89, 0.52--0.84, and 0.44--0.75; *p* \< 0.01, *p* \< 0.01, and *p* \< 0.001).

Dose-Response Relationship Between Physical Activity and Diabetes Prevalence {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS regressions were performed to examine the associations between physical activity levels and the prevalence of diabetes. An RCS function with four knots located at the 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles was used for physical activity levels in the regression analyses. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the dose-response relationship between total physical activity and the prevalence of diabetes in the overall sample.Fig. 1Dose-response relationships between total physical activity (METs min/day) and the prevalence of diabetes in 3932 adults of NHANES 2015--2016. This graph shows ORs (solid line) with 95% CI (dashed lines). Models are adjusted for gender, age, race, education level, marital status, BMI, depressive state, and poverty. Total physical activity was modeled by unrestricted cubic splines with four knots at percentiles 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95% in a generalized logistic regression model. The reference value is 0 METs (*p* nonlinearity \< 0.05)

The spline model analysis also revealed a nonlinear dose-response relationship between physical activity and diabetes in the general population (*p* nonlinearity \< 0.05), with steeper reductions in the prevalence of diabetes at low activity levels than at high activity levels. The prevalence of diabetes was 13% lower in participants with a physical activity level of 600 METs (the minimum recommended level) than in those with no physical activity (OR = 0.87, 95% CI = 0.78--0.97). The prevalence of diabetes decreased rapidly as the physical level increased from 0 to 2000 METs, while it decreased more slowly for physical levels above 2000 METs. The point estimate of the risk ratio reached 0.80 (95% CI = 0.68--0.95) for activity at 980 METs, indicating that the probability of having diabetes was 20% lower at that level of physical activity.

Subgroup and Sensitivity Analyses {#Sec13}
---------------------------------

Considering gender difference in physical activity, Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} lists the results from the multiple logistic regression models stratified by gender. Female participants showed the same correlation as for all of the participants, with ORs of 0.67, 0.63, and 0.51 for those in the second, third, and fourth quartiles of physical activity, respectively, compared with the lowest physical activity quartile (95% CI = 0.47--0.94, 0.44--0.89, and 0.35--0.73, respectively; *p* \< 0.05, *p* \< 0.01, and *p* \< 0.001). Among the male participants, the prevalence of diabetes was 34% lower for those in the fourth quartile of physical activity than in the lowest physical activity quartile (OR = 0.66, 95% CI = 0.45--0.95, *p* \< 0.05), with no significant relationships in the other quartile groups.Table 3ORs and 95% CI for the relation between the diabetes and physical activity in males and femalesPhysical activityMale participantsFemale participantsOR95% CI*p* valueOR95% CI*p* valueModel I^a^110.750.56--1.010.0570.640.46--0.870.0050.450.32--0.62 \< 0.0010.450.33--0.62 \< 0.0010.380.27--0.53 \< 0.0010.390.28--0.54 \< 0.001Model II^b^110.860.63--1.180.3550.670.49--0.930.0170.630.45--0.880.0080.600.43--0.830.0020.630.44--0.900.0100.530.38--0.75 \< 0.001Model III^c^110.870.63--1.200.3850.670.47--0.940.0220.710.50--1.010.0570.630.44--0.890.0090.660.45--0.950.0250.510.35--0.73 \< 0.001*OR* odds ratio, *CI* confidence interval, *NHANES* National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey^a^Model I only comparing diabetes to physical activity^b^Model II adjusted for baseline age and race^c^Model III adjusted for baseline age, race, education level, marital status, BMI, depressive state, and poverty

In the gender-stratified analyses, a similar nonlinear dose-response relationship was observed in females (*p* nonlinearity \< 0.05), with a more significant reduction in prevalence at low levels of activity than at high levels (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b), and increased physical activity being associated with a decreased prevalence of diabetes. The prevalence of diabetes was 25% lower in females with a physical activity level of 600 METs than in females with no physical activity (OR = 0.75, 95% CI = 0.60--0.92). No significant relationship was found in males.Fig. 2Dose-response relationships between total physical activity (METs min/week) and the prevalence of diabetes in **a** male participants and **b** female participants. Note: This graph shows ORs (solid line) with 95% CI (dashed lines). Models are adjusted for age, race, education level, marital status, BMI, depressive state, and poverty. Total physical activity was modeled by unrestricted cubic splines with four knots at percentiles 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95% in a generalized logistic regression model. The reference value is 0 METs. Nonlinear dose-response relationship was observed in (**b**) female participants (*p* nonlinearity \< 0.05); there was no significant relationship in males

In the age-stratified analyses, a nonlinear dose-response relationship was observed in those aged 65--80 years (*p* nonlinearity \< 0.05), with no significant relationship in the other groups (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In the race-stratified analyses we observed a nonlinear dose-response in the other Hispanic and non-Hispanic white group (*p* nonlinearity \< 0.05), with no significant relationship in the other groups (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). All of the dose-response relationships demonstrated an inverse relationship between physical activity levels and the prevalence of diabetes.Fig. 3Dose-response relationships between total physical activity (METs min/week) and the prevalence of diabetes in **a** 20--44-year-old, **b** 45--64-year-old, and **c** 65--80-year old participants. This graph shows ORs (solid line) with 95% CI (dashed lines). Models are adjusted for gender, race, education level, marital status, BMI, depressive state, and poverty. Total physical activity was modeled by unrestricted cubic splines with three knots at percentiles 20%, 40%, and 60% in a generalized logistic regression model. The reference value is 0 METs. Nonlinear dose-response relationship was only observed in (**c**) the 65--80-year-old group (*p* nonlinearity \< 0.05)Fig. 4Dose-response relationships between total physical activity (METs min/week) and the prevalence of diabetes in **a** Mexican American, **b** Other Hispanic, **c** Non-Hispanic White, **d** Non-Hispanic Black, and **e** Other Race participants. This graph shows ORs (solid line) with 95% CI (dashed lines). Models are adjusted for gender, age, education level, marital status, BMI, depressive state, and poverty. Total physical activity was modeled by unrestricted cubic splines with three knots at percentiles 20%, 40%, and 60% in a generalized logistic regression model. The reference value is 0 METs. Non-linear dose-response relationships were observed in **b** the Other Hispanic and **c** Non-Hispanic White group (*p* nonlinearity \< 0.05)

Sensitivity cross-sectional analyses that excluded subjects with a depressive state and poverty yielded similar results. The nonlinear dose-response relationship between physical activity (*p* nonlinearity \< 0.01) and diabetes and the point estimate of the risk ratio reached 0.80 (95% CI = 0.70--0.92) at 900 METs of activity, with the reduction in prevalence being slightly more pronounced at low physical activity levels than at high levels (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 5Dose-response relationships between total physical activity (METs min/day) and the prevalence of diabetes in 4600 adults of NHANES 2015--2016. This graph shows ORs (solid line) with 95% CI (dashed lines). Models are adjusted for age, race, education level, marital status, and BMI. Total physical activity was modeled by unrestricted cubic splines with four knots at percentiles 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95% in a generalized logistic regression model. The reference value is 0 METs (*p* nonlinearity \< 0.01)

Discussion {#Sec14}
==========

This retrospective cross-sectional study combined interviews and physical examinations of subjects living in the US to analyze the prevalence of diabetes. We observed that patients with diabetes were older than nondiabetic subjects, with an increased prevalence of diabetes being very common in the elderly \[[@CR16]\]. The personal and economic cost of diabetes in the elderly has become a significant burden in the US. For example, the American Diabetes Association reported that 59% of healthcare expenditure for diabetes in the US in 2012 was spent on patients \> 65 years old \[[@CR17]\]. The present results further indicate that diabetics patients tend to be less educated, which is consistent with the findings for other developed countries \[[@CR18]\]. The increased prevalence of diabetes among subjects with a lower education may be due to people with higher education being more likely to be knowledgeable about health promotion and exhibit health-promoting behaviors. We also found that diabetes was more prevalent among patients suffering from poverty and depression, implying that people on low incomes might have worse access to healthcare resources and high-quality diabetes care \[[@CR19]\]. There also needs to be a focus on mental health services provided to diabetic patients \[[@CR20]\]. The increasing burden of diabetes indicates the need for studies focusing on lifestyle recommendations and improved treatments for the risk factors affecting people at a high prevalence of diabetes.

This study explored the relationship between physical activity and diabetes and also performed subgroup analyses with adjustment for confounding factors (e.g., gender, age, and race) as well as sensitivity analyses. We observed a dose-response relationship between physical activity and the prevalence of diabetes, with the results indicating that physical activity was significantly and inversely associated with an increased prevalence of diabetes after adjusting for potential confounders. This was consistent with the findings of previous studies that investigated the relationship between physical activity and diabetes \[[@CR21]--[@CR23]\]. Meanwhile, the present results did no change substantially in subgroup and sensitivity analyses. The consistency of the obtained evidence for a dose-response relationship and the stability of results in various subgroup and sensitivity analyses all point to the relationship between increased physical activity and a reduced prevalence of diabetes. The current study also clearly found a nonlinear dose-response relationship between physical activity and diabetes in the general population, with steeper reductions in the prevalence of diabetes at low activity levels than at high activity levels, with consistent results obtained in the sensitivity analysis.

It is worth noting that in the subgroup analysis, significant nonlinear dose-response relationships were observed only among the female subjects and those aged 65--80 years. This suggests that moderate increases in physical activity in females and the elderly is more beneficial for reducing the prevalence of diabetes. Insulin action or sensitivity declines with age, leading to impaired glucose tolerance, and these effects can be reduced by maintaining a physically active lifestyle \[[@CR24]\]. These observations should be further confirmed.

Several biologic mechanisms could explain the link between physical activity and diabetes. Physical activity improves the energy balance and can prevent obesity \[[@CR23]\], while obesity is an independent risk factor for diabetes \[[@CR25]\]. However, we found that the risk can be reduced even after adjusting for differences in BMI. Several other mechanisms might explain the impact of physical activity on the prevalence of diabetes regardless of obesity. For example, physical activity can directly reduce the blood glucose level and increase insulin sensitivity \[[@CR26]\]. In addition, long-term physical activity leads to many adaptations in skeletal muscle, including increased mitochondrial activity and content, changes in the types of muscle fibers, and increased expression of the GLUT4 protein, which may contribute to reducing the diabetes prevalence \[[@CR27]\].

We further found that a 980-MET increase in physical activity produced a 20% reduction in the prevalence of diabetes. This level of physical activity corresponds to either running at 6 km per hour for 30 min or walking briskly at 5.2 km per hour for 60 min on 5 days per week. Increasing physical activity is therefore potentially an effective intervention for reducing prevalence of diabetes. Meanwhile, we also found that a 20% reduction in the prevalence of diabetes corresponded to a 2240-MET increase in physical activity of males and 440-MET of females; therefore, different physical activity standards can be developed for males and females. Our findings have important public health implications, since adopting and maintaining physical activity are critical for health promotion.

Our study had some considerable strengths. First, the study participants come from a large representative national survey, which increased the statistical power of the findings. Moreover, after adjusting for several confounding factors, we performed a multiple logistic regression analysis and still observed the protective effect of physical activity on diabetes, indicating the stability of our results. We also conducted detailed subgroup and sensitivity analyses, which produced robust results. In addition, all body parameters in this study were measured by trained health technicians using standard measurement procedures, further increasing the accuracy of the research results. Finally, we removed diabetic patients by applying criteria such as taking oral hypoglycemic agents or insulin, and so the cases included in our study samples were generally new cases, which reduces recall bias.

We acknowledge that this study was subject to some limitations. First, although our multiple models adjusted for the effects of important confounders, causal relationships could not be established because both the exposure (physical activity) and outcome (diabetes) indicators were collected concurrently. Therefore, causality still needs to be analyzed in large-scale cohort studies. Second, all of the data were obtained and verified using simple self-report questions, which are not as accurate as biometric measurements and are likely to introduce recall bias. Lastly, the present findings might not be applicable to other countries, including other Asian ones.

Conclusion {#Sec15}
==========

The present findings provide clear scientific evidence that higher levels of physical activity are associated with a lower prevalence of diabetes. The nonlinear dose-response relationship in all of the included subjects showed steeper reductions in the prevalence of diabetes at low activity levels than at high activity levels.
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